Indirect calorimetry: methodology, instruments and clinical application.
This review aims to identify the basic methods for accurately measuring a patient's energy expenditure in clinical nutrition practice by indirect calorimetry, and the impact upon a disease state of applying the results obtained. The open-circuit method is the most widely used in the majority of classical instruments for measuring energy consumption. Advances in gas exchange measurement have made this technique readily and precisely available at the bedside. Nevertheless, it is important to understand its intricate primary methodology for safe and correct application. The stress and activity factors should be carefully and specifically applied, and the respiratory quotient abandoned, for tailoring a patient's daily nutrition regimens. Caloric expenditure measured by indirect calorimetry coupled with the doubly labeled water technique introduced the concept of physical activity energy expenditure, which added to resting energy expenditure results in total daily energy expenditure. Compact modular and handheld devices have been introduced into the market, together with similar technology for evaluating exercise energy expenditure, making utilization easier, safer and precise. In the critically ill population, which is exposed to medical and surgical interventions, indirect calorimetry has greatly changed the practice of caloric administration, significantly reducing the total daily amount. In conclusion, one has to be careful when choosing devices, and understanding and clinically applying the results obtained by indirect calorimetry, bearing in mind that measured resting energy expenditure should be the daily caloric goal in order to diminish clinical morbidity.